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tained provisions as to the prices at which coal was to be
sold: " To the end that this partnership shall not cause
scarcity of coals, whereby buyers of coals might be induced
to yield greater prices than hath been usual and as is fit, it
is agreed that the surveyors shall foresee that there be suffi
cient store of coals, over and above those rates agreed upon,
to lie upon the open, public and usual staiths ; and that the
prices of the coals to be sold by this partnership be as reason-
able as may be, and in no wise above such rates as here-
under are mentioned, viz. the mean coals not above eight
shillings the chaldronla, the second coals not above nine
shillings the chaldron, and the best sort not above ten
shillings the chaldron ".
other com- Another partnership was formed in 1605, but was dis-
sojve(j by or(ier of the Privy Council. Its regulations were
" conceived to be injurious and prejudicial to the King's
majesty's subjects", so the Hostmen explained in their
records, " albeit the same were devised and done without
any intent or purpose either of hindering the trade of selling
coals or enhancing the prices thereof, as is alleged and com-
plained of " *. A third combination is recorded in 1617
comprising eight groups of partners, each being assigned a
quota which varied from 1320 tens to 2150 tens, the total
amounting to 13,675 tens (287,175 tons) *. The fourth com-
bination (1622) appointed seven ' choice and principal' men
to " load and lay aboard [by their servants] all coals belonging
to any brother of this fellowship, and shall contract with
masters of ships for the same at such prices as they can agree
and shall think the coals to be worth "—an arrangement
which prevented competition among the sellers and kept
prices at an agreed level. Each of these seven men headed
a group of partners, and the total quantity was 14,320 tens
(300,720 tons) *. The fifth combination (1627) is of special
interest because it introduced into the agreement the well-
known device of a ' pool *—a common feature of the modern
cartel *. One of the clauses stipulated that every hostman
14 The chaldrons on this page axe Newcastle chaldrons.
 *	Records of the Hostmen, 56.
 *	JW& 63-67.	* Ibid. 68-71.
 *	For an example in the iron trade, see infra, p. 165.

